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lightbox
revealing an architecture that is continuously remade in the ebb and flow of conversations between people, history, and the waters that surround them. Exhibitors: Alex Ellenberger, Makoto Saito, Shuchita Bihani

**Singapore**

**Title** At the 'Home Front'

**Special Event** May 26, 2pm, opening

**Date** May 28 – Nov 27, 2016

**Venue** Arsenale, Sale d'Armi

**Curators** Wong Yunn Chii Department of Architecture, School of Design and Environment, National University of Singapore

**Commissioner** Jeffrey Ho, Executive Director of Design Singapore Council

**Address** Arsenale, Castello

**Transport stop** Arsenale

**ID** SG Map A

"Space to Imagine, Room for Everyone" goes behind Singapore's carefully planned infrastructure and its modern cityscape to put the spotlight on the people and their creative actions in forging new identities, connections to place and social bonds. The Pavilion shows a selection of works in three segments: People and their Homes, People engaging the City and People working the Land.

**Slovenia**

**Title** Home@Arsenale

**Special Event** May 26, 1pm, opening

**Date** May 28 – Nov 27, 2016

**Spain**

**Title** Unfinished

**Special Event** May 26, 1:30pm, opening

**Date** May 28 – Nov 27, 2016

**Venue** Giardini

**Exhibitors** Contemporary Spanish Architecture

**Curator** Carnicero + Quintans

**Commissioner** Inaqui Carnicero + Carlos Quintans

**Address** Giardini, Castello

**Transport stop** Giardini

**ID** ES Map G

The exhibition wants to be a